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Society of British
Neurological Surgeons

A Message from the President

Neil Kitchen, SBNS President

It was a great privilege for me to receive
the President’s Medal in September at
the Waldorf Hotel particularly as it was a
combined SBNS/ABN meeting hosted by
my own Unit - Queen Square. I pay sincere
tribute to my predecessors particularly,
Paul May who has brought the Society
towards the centre of NHSE’s neurosurgical
thinking. We have embraced Getting it
Right First Time - GIRFT (spine GIRFT- with
Justin Nissen representing neurosurgery
is soon to be published) and the National
Neurosurgical Audit Programme - NNAP
is to be relaunched in early 2019 (we are
indebted to Vice President Nick Phillips for
both these crucial initiatives).
The SBNS’s first task remains to enable
neurosurgeons to treat their patients
effectively and safely in their neurosurgical
Units. Thus supporting all neurosurgeons in
all Units practising in the UK and Ireland is
our principal focus.

supported by

Mr Kitchen’s first SBNS Council Meeting as President - 19 October 2018 held at the
National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery
The SBNS’s 1926 Constitution stated its
aim as ‘the study and advancement of
neurosurgery’. Our twice yearly academic
meetings and Academic Committee,
chaired by Peter Hutchinson, are central
to this heritage and to continued future
advancements of our specialty. Involvement
of the British Neurosurgical Trainee
Research Collaborative (BNTRC) has
been crucial in getting our neurosurgical
community involved in research questions
on a national scale.
Manchester, South Africa and Dublin
EANS are our 2019 meeting destinations.
Taking a short time out of clinical work to

attend is really important to give time for
professional reflection, to network with
colleagues and for high quality CPD. I hope
to see many of you during these and other
meetings when you are able to attend.
The SBNS is a positive, unifying force in UK
and Irish neurosurgery and I look forward
tremendously to the next two years as
President.
I would like to wish you all a happy, healthy
and prosperous New Year!

Neil Kitchen
SBNS President
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Welcome to New
Members

New Appointments

The following members were ratified at the SBNS
Business Meeting held on the 20th September in
London during the SBNS/ABN Autumn Meeting.

Council Member
Crispin Wigfield

Full
Pedro Castanho
Marcin Czyz
George Eralil
Faizul Hassan
Akbar Khan

London
Birmingham
Wales
Birmingham
Glasgow

Associate
Mark Haley
Rose Ingleton
Wail Mohammed
Murugan Sitaraman
Sebastian Trifoi
Mili Trivedi
Bright Uhunamure
Atul Vats

Nottingham
Romford
London
Birmingham
Haywards Heath
Southampton
Preston
Coventry

Crispin Wigfield graduated in Medicine from the University of Birmingham having
completed an intercalated degree in pharmacology. He was subsequently also awarded an MD for his research on spinal biomechanics and cervical disc replacements.
After completing higher neurosurgical training in Cambridge, Plymouth & Bristol he
undertook subspecialist training in spinal surgery as the National Spine Fellow in
Leeds. His first consultant post was in Liverpool before subsequently returning to
Bristol. Over the past 5 years he has been Clinical Director for Neurosciences and
more recently Divisional Clinical Director for newly formed Neurological & Musculoskeletal Sciences Division at North Bristol NHS Trust.
Crispin says: “I am interested in the challenges facing newly appointed consultants,
the continued promotion of high standards of clinical care to maintain public confidence in the neurosurgical profession as well as addressing the quality standards
and regulatory conditions that neurosurgeons have to practice within. I’d like to see
how innovations in neurosurgical practice can advance the profession for the benefit
of patients while weathering a climate of increasingly constrained resources. I’m
grateful for this opportunity to serve on the Council of the SBNS”.

Chair of the Neurosurgical Exam Board
Jennifer Brown

Affiliated
Mahmoud Aboelsaad
Mustafa El Sheikh
James Knight
Ory Levy
Ming Lim
Simon McElligott
Adham Mousa
Mahreen Quadeer
Laura Santos
Dionysis Seimenis
Euan Strachan

Germany
Dundee
Surrey
Cheshire
Ireland
London
Newcastle
USA
London
Milton Keynes
London

The exam is in good shape as I take over from a series of excellent Chairs. It will
however continue to evolve. We anticipate that the JCIE will ask us to discontinue
the Extended Matching format for written questions. This will prompt a renewal
of the written question bank and possibly some restructuring of the written exam.
Likewise changes to the format of the Clinical Exam are under consideration, possibly
replacing the Long Case with two Intermediate cases. ‘Blueprinting’ of the exam
against the Neurosurgical curriculum is a requirement of the GMC. This structure
is now complete and may allow developments such as more detailed feedback to
candidates while maintaining the integrity of the Question Banks.

Honorary Professorship
International
Ali Raja
Devindra Ramnarine
Jalal Rumi
Saumitra Sarkar
Parimal Tripathi

Conor Mallucci
USA
Trinidad and Tobago
Bangladesh
Bangladesh
India

He has a research interest in CSF infection and is involved in a number of lab projects
searching to improve neurosurgical detection of infection using proteomics, next
generation sequencing and transcriptomics using the CSF biobank he has set up in
the department of global health, Liverpool using the Basics trial CSF samples.

Senior
Paul Marks
Bob Redfern
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A consultant paediatric neurosurgeon at Alderhey Hospital in Liverpool was
appointed Honorary Professor at University of Liverpool, Department of Life Sciences
in November 2018. His major interests include CSF disorders and paediatric neuro
oncology. He is currently chairman of the SBNS CSF subgroup and CI for the NIHR
funded (£2.4 million) BASICS trial which has just completed successfully. He has
authored a textbook on CSF disorders and published over 130 pier reviewed
publications.

Hull
Wales

His interest in neuro oncology involves a major role in SIOP e international trials as
the UK surgical lead for the SIOP e Ependymoma II study and CI for the international
cerebellar mutism study (Funded by the brain tumour charity quality of survival call).
His main clinical interest remains paediatric neuro oncology surgery and improving
outcomes in paediatric brain tumours.
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Prizes and awards
Norman Dott Medal/Marjorie Newsome Fellowship
Adikarige Haritha Dulanka Silva was awarded the prestigious Norman Dott Medal by the
Intercollegiate Specialty Board in Neurosurgery for the most outstanding performance at the
Intercollegiate Specialty Examinations in Neurosurgery held during 2018. The recipient of the
medal is also entitled to receive the Marjorie Newsome Senior Neurosurgical Award. This
includes an all expenses paid visit to the Barrow Institute, Phoenix, Arizona for up to 6 weeks.

Festschrift For
Professor Garth
Cruickshank

SBNS Pituitary Prize – Sponsored by Mr M. Powell
Matheus Andrade, from South West Neurosurgery Centre, University Hospitals, Plymouth, was
awarded the SBNS Pituitary Prize for the best pituitary abstract submitted in 2018 at SBNS
Meetings. The abstract was presented at the SBNS Spring meeting in Torquay.
Title: Hypopituitarism rates post SRS/SRT treatment of pituitary adenemoma.

Campbell Connolly Neruotrauma Essay Prize
Ciaran Hill was awarded the Campbell Connolly Neurotrauma prize for his essay entitled:
Highwire is a novel target that protects against the effects of traumatic brain injury
The prize: £1,000 plus the opportunity to present his work at the SBNS Spring Meeting in
Manchester.

All the above awards will be presented at the Gala dinner of the SBNS Spring meeting in Manchester.

NIHR Public Engagement Prize
Cambridge Brain Tumour Imaging Research Group win NIHR Public Engagement prize.
Poster “Beyond the tumour wall: glioblastoma cancer effects on “healthy” brain function”
Research members, Mr Rohit Sinha and Dr Ed
Goacher from the research group led by Principal
Investigator, Mr Stephen Price at Addenbrooke’s
Hospital Cambridge recently won a prize for a poster
competition voted for by the public attending an
engagement event held by the NIHR at the CRUK
centre in Cambridge.
The competition saw researchers from across
neuroscience, psychiatry and dementia labs use
a poster to pitch their research to the public and
patients. The winning team’s poster presentation
conveyed their research to study how surgery from
glioblastoma brain tumours affects the cognitive
function of patients longitudinally through treatment.

Neil Kitchen and Garth Cruickshank

On the 30th November Shabin Joshi,
Consultant neurosurgeon from Coventry,
and SBNS member arranged on behalf of
friends and colleagues a Festschrift for Garth
Cruickshank at the Chesford Grange Hotel in
Warwick.
There were presentations from Ronan Dardis,
Patient and Carer Representatives, Prof. Colin
Watts, Paul Grundy, Edward MacKintosh and
Garth himself, all followed by a wonderful
dinner.
“It was a pleasure and privilege to represent
the SBNS at Garth Cruikshank’s recent
Festschrift in Warwick. It was clear to me the
amazing neurosurgical contribution Garth
has made to the Midlands, nationally and
internationally. Garth is held in in high regard
by colleagues and patients alike and much
affection was on display on the day. Thanks
Garth and enjoy your retirement (and being a
senior SBNS member)”
Neil Kitchen, SBNS President

For further details, please follow the link:
https://cambridgebrc.nihr.ac.uk/brain-tumour-postervoted-the-publics-favourite/

Anne Moore, OBE

Congratulations to all!

In the last newsletter we announced that Anne
Moore, former President of the SBNS, was to receive
an OBE. The award was presented to her on the
21st of November at Buckingham Palace by Prince
Charles who greeted her with “Are you really a
neurosurgeon?” Which only goes to show, we need
more women in neurosurgery!
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Neurosurgery (GIRFT) And National Neurossurgical National
Audit (NNAP) Update
progress in those areas of the GIRFT
recommendations pertinent to each
Unit e.g. dedicated acute theatres. A
short presentation template will be
provided.

Following the publication of the Neurosurgical GIRFT
Report, we are currently planning a program of
revisits to 24 English units in the New Year.
A brief questionnaire will precede the visit and will be
sent to Unit Leads in December or January. This will
form part of the visit and we would be grateful for
cooperation in returning the questionnaire.
As part of the visit, Units will be asked to describe

PROF. UPENDRA DEVKOTA TRAVEL BURSARY
Following the sad passing of Professor Devkota in
June 2018 the SBNS officers are in the process of
setting up a travel bursary in his name in recognition
of the work he has achieved in the Neurosurgical
Institute at Bansbai, Nepal, recently renamed
“Upendra Devkota Memorial National Institute of
Neurological and Allied Sciences” and his support of
the SBNS. The details have yet to be finalised, but the
main purpose of the bursary will be to help fund a
Nepalese neurosurgical trainee or newly appointed
consultant to visit a UK unit to gain experience
in working in the UK and, the following year, for a
UK trainee to visit the Nepalese unit to gain similar
experience. More information to follow.

The GIRFT Spinal visits have been
completed and the report is due to
publication at the end of December/early January.

NNAP

Rebuilding of the National audit website continues
with the new provider, Northgate Public Services.
This is taking some time as they are starting, more
or less, from scratch. The application to NHS digital
with all the data sharing agreements required is
forming a large and lengthy part of this rebuild and

we apologise for any inconvenience caused.
We have employed a new administrator to deal with
day-to-day enquiries regarding the audit who will
start when the new website is launched early in the
New Year.
We also propose to advertise for an NNAP fellow. This
pivotal role will be for a senior trainee to be involved
in project management, research and strategy. It will
likely be an Out of Programme for Research (OOPR),
potentially leading to a higher degree.
Nick Phillips
Chair of the National Neurosurgical Audit Programme

British Journal Of Neurosurgery
The winner of the cover competition will be announced early in
the New Year.
Thank you for all your submissions - the standard was
exceptionally high!
The BJN has a Twitter account:
www.twitter.com/TheBJNS
Please follow for regular updates.
They would also welcome your comments.

National Neurosurgery Finishing School, Bristol
6th - 9th November 2018

To implement the 'professional capabilities' module
of the ISCP curriculum as well as prepare the senior
trainee to become ready for working in the modern
NHS, The SAC in Neurosurgery together with support
from the SBNS, conceptualised and organised this
inaugural event. It contained elements of leadership
development, practical healthcare management
and included personalised MBTI profiles, NHS
leadership model profiles as well as interactive
sessions from senior speakers on key neurosurgical
non-clinical topics. This four day residential event
held at The Armada house conference centre in
Bristol was organised by Mr Venkat Iyer, Consultant
Neurosurgeon at North Bristol NHS Trust who was
very ably supported by Katrin Whitehouse Senior
Neurosurgery Trainee in the Severn deanery. The
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programme consisted of a mixture
of topics such as theories of
leadership development, knowing
oneself through personal reflection,
team building & team working
models, discussions about the
structure of the NHS, its funding,
commissioning, STPs, as well as
sessions on obtaining a consultant
post, creating business cases,
interactions between clinicians
and managers, career development as a consultant,
maintaining high professional standards, tips/tricks to
be a successful neurosurgeon and interactive sessions
with senior neurosurgical and non neurosurgical
leaders. The cost of the event was initially borne by
the trainees who were able to claim it back from their
respective deaneries through the new HEE mechanism
of uncapped funding for mandatory courses as the
SAC has mandated this course for trainees at ST7/
ST8 level.
The event was very well received by both trainees
and faculty. One senior trainee said 'There was a
fantastic range of speakers with topics ranging from
leadership and management, medicolegal issues,

job planning and tips on how to be a successful
consultant. Unfortunately Bristol did not provide us
with the greatest weather, but trainees and even
consultants came away with new knowledge and
skills that will prepare them well for their ongoing
careers'. Another senior trainee Will Singleton said
'In addition to providing us with practical tips for
success as a consultant in the NHS from a wide
range of NHS professionals - both from within and
outside the speciality, the course also gave delegates
professional insight into the methods of successful
leadership and how personality types influence
team working. The course also provided a valuable
networking opportunity for senior trainees across
the country, and a forum to discuss the challenges
faced and opportunities available to newly appointed
consultants'. The course for 2019 will be open to ST7/
ST8 trainees and will most likely be held in November
in Bristol. Individual TPDs will be contacted in the
next few months.
Please contact Venkat.iyer@nbt.nhs.uk if you require
more information.
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SBNS/EANN Meeting
The next SBNS Meeting is in partnership with the
European Association of Neuroscience Nurses (EANN)
and the British Association of Neuroscience Nurses
(BANN) and will be held at Manchester’s Central
Convention Complex, 19-22 March 2019.
We are very excited about having our very first joint
meeting with the EANN and BANN. The meeting will
kick off with a sub-specialty meeting on Oncology
followed by an IMRI meeting on Tuesday 19th. The
first day of the Main meeting will be held jointly
with the EANN & SBNS in the main auditorium with
a welcome from all three Presidents followed by
guest lectures and plenary talks. On days 2 and 3 we
will have breakfast seminars, parallel sessions with
plenary talks, free papers and guest lectures. These
will be open to all delegates. On Friday afternoon the
Stereotactic Group will hold a subspecialty meeting.
We also have some great social events planned: The
Welcome Reception on Wednesday evening following
on from the joint Poster Session in the Exhibition area
and a gala dinner at the elegant Principal Hotel in the
heart of Manchester City.

If you submitted an abstract you will be notified by
email by the end of January if it has been selected.
The registration line is now open and I would
recommend booking your accommodation early to
avoid disappointment.
The annual SBNS Business Meeting will be held on
Thursday afternoon, running in parallel with the BNTA
business meeting.
For more information and regular updates please visit
the SBNS Conference page or
the Congress website.

Research Trials
Carole Turner, SBNS Research Manager will be sending
out a separate Clinical Trials Newsletter early in the
New Year with a full update. There are also plans to
hold a Research Day similar to the one held at the RCS

in 2017 on the 1st of November 2019 and the British
Neurosurgical Research Group (BNRG) will be holding
their meeting in Edinburgh 7 - 8 November 2019 so
mark your diaries.

More details will be posted on the SBNS website in due
course.

SBNS & ABN Joint AUTUMN MEETING – LONDON 2018
The SBNS/ABN Autumn meeting held in London
in September was a great success, not only did we
have a record number of abstract submissions, but
a record high attendance rate as well. The academic
programme was carefully designed to take into
account the two specialities, marrying up topics
wherever possible so that they complemented each
other. Hopefully everyone came away having learnt a
little bit more about each others speciality.
The meeting kicked off with the controversial topic
of Ehlers Danlos/hypermobility - with presentations
and a discussion on the diagnosis, assessment and
the role of spinal surgery and the Life Long Learning
session was on Epilepsy with speakers from both
the ABN and SBNS giving both view points on the
management and treatment of the condition.
There were also some excellent guest lectures and
a fantastic talk on Gross Negligence. The abstract
presentation sessions were all headed by plenary talks
relating to the topic of that session from experts in
their field from both the SBNS and ABN. This worked
extremely well and we intend to continue this format
in the Spring meeting.
The social events, welcome reception and gala dinner,
were great fun as it gave everyone an opportunity to
relax and catch up with old friends and colleagues
and also make some new ones!

Top Oral SBNS Presentation - Joint
Winners
Mathew Guilfoyle
Addenbrookes Hospital,
Cambridge
“Lactate/pyruvate
ratio
in
traumatic brain Injury: assessing
prognostic impact and defining
therapeutic strategies”
Simon Thompson

If you were unfortunate enough not
to attend the meeting, fear not as
you still have a chance to view the
talks and photos.
The oral presentations at the meeting were recorded by
the AV Team, ESW and have been placed onto a platform
called Talking Slides which is accessible to all delegates
and SBNS/ABN members via the Talking Slides website:
http://sbns.talkingslideshd.com
You have to register and create a password before
gaining access by entering the conference code th76rt5.
Once logged on you can view all the talks that the
presenters have given their consent to release. It will not
be possible to download the presentations for your own
use unless specific permission is sought in advance.

The National Hospital
“The effect of acetazolamide
on
intracranial
pressure:
primary study with prolonged
continuous intracranial pressure
monitoring”

Photo Gallery
If you wish to have a copy of any of the images please
contact John Murray at john@pnjphotography.com
To view the photos taken throughout the conferences
please click on this link:
http://jalbum.net/en/browse/user/album/1898197

Top SBNS Poster Prize
Florence Hogg
St George’s Hospital, London

A big thank you to the ABN
Meetings Committee and our
colleagues at the National
Hospital for all their hard
work.

“Factors that predict degree of
spinal cord compression and
optimal spinal cord perfusion
pressure in patients with acute,
severe traumatic spinal cord
injuries”
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SBNS/NANSIG Career Day
26 January 2019

The Society Of
Neurosurgeons Of
South Africa (SNSA)
Friendship Meeting
9 - 11 August 2019

The SBNS have been invited to join the SNSA for their
congress in South Africa, Cape Town for a friendship
meeting. The dates of the meeting are August 9-11:
full days Fri/Sat, half day Sunday, the conference
dinner will be on Saturday night.

The 8th SBNS/NANSIG (Neurology And Neurosurgery
Interest Group) Student Career Day will take place at
the Sir Alexander Fleming Building, Imperial College
London on Saturday 26 January.

encourage your medical students to attend. They have
a great programme planned with experts in the field
covering topics on ‘Becoming a Neurosurgeon’, ‘Being
a Neurosurgeon’ and ‘Innovation in Neurosurgery’.

Why not come along and support the event and

For more information please visit https://nansig.org/

Just before the meeting they are also planning to
host a meeting for the newly launched African neurooncology group if anyone is interested in attending.
More details to follow, but please mark your diaries
and let Suzanne Murray at the SBNS Office know if
you are planning on attending. They would like SBNS
members to submit abstracts and would very much
like as many as possible to attend and support the
event.

EANS – Dublin 24 - 28 September 2019 – Save The Date!

The SBNS team attended the EANS meeting in Brussels
in October to support the Brussels Meeting as well as
promote the next EANS Meeting in Dublin which will
be hosted by the SBNS and our colleagues in the Dublin
Unit led by Prof. Ciaran Bolger.
The theme will be the 4 T’s - Technology, Techniques,
Training and Transparency and if you attend you will be
sure of not only advancing your knowledge but receiving
a warm Irish welcome!
For further information and regular updates please visit
www.eans2019.com.

Please note due to our involvement with
the EANS meeting in Dublin the SBNS will
not be running our own Autumn Meeting
in 2019.
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Dates For your diary
Future SBNS Meetings
Joint Meeting with SBNS/EANN/
BANN
Tuesday 19th - Friday 22nd March 2019
Manchester
EANS/SBNS Meeting
Tuesday 24th - Saturday 28th September
2019
Dublin

SBNS Spring Meeting
Wednesday 25th -Friday 27th March 2020
Dundee
SBNS Autumn Meeting
Wednesday 16th - Friday 18th September
2020
Blackpool

For details of various other meetings and courses please visit the Dates for your Diary Section on the SBNS website:
https://www.sbns.org.uk/index.php/conferences/diary/

Meetings Supported by Aesculap Academia
British Skull Base Society Meeting
Thursday 24th - Friday 25th January 2019
Glasgow
British Paediatric Neurosurgical
Group/CSF Group Meeting
Thursday 7th - Friday 8th March 2019
Cardiff

Leeds Endoscopic Skull Base
Course
Monday 1st - Tuesday 2nd July 2019
Leeds

British Neurosurgical Research
Group
Thursday 7th - Friday 8th November 2019
Edinburgh

Care of the Critically ill
Neurosurgical Patient
Thursday 25th - Friday 26th July 2019
Sheffield

The SBNS Newsletter is your chance to communicate with your SBNS colleagues. Contributions are welcome for the next issue due out in
August 2019; content will be required by the end of June 2019.
Please contact Suzanne Murray at the SBNS office admin@sbns.org.uk
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 Localisation of shunt blockages:
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